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In exercise of the power conferred by sub-section (1)
,of section 13 of the 1956 Ancient ~DnUffi2nts Protection Act,
pis Majesty's Govern~ent has prescribed the following objects
within the Kingdom of Nepal, which are at least 100 years old,
as historical; ,archeological and artistic objects, and prohi-
bi ted the export thereof' from the Kingdom of Nepal or their 0'

moverrent from one part of' the Kingdom of Nepal to another
t,Jithout,the prior penrission of His Najesty's Government.

1. Historical Obj~
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Hand-written Vamshawalis giving historical
accounts of'anycountry; Nanuscripts, gold-plate
inscriptions, stone inscriptions, copper-inscript,ions,

',wood ,inscriptions, birch-leaf-inscriptions, palm-leaf ""
':inscriptions, documents, coins 'houses Where ,historical',
eV2nts had occurred or which were 'occupied by 'historical'
personalities, and objects used by such personalities •

2. Archeolodical'Objects
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used by hurran beings of the 'pre-
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, Any important part of the house constructed in ,"/ ..
an impressive manner with figures carved on~ood,

'stone, clay, bone, cloth, paper, metal, etc; objects "
used in such houses, images, temples of god,,'and goddesses,'
pagodas, statues, inns, etc built with or without such'
reproduction of animals and birds or of both 'animate
and inanimate objects.

, , 0bjee-ts made'or
historical period.
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By Order,

Dirgha Raj Koirala"
Acting Secretary to EI/::;. ,
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DISCLAIMER: As Member States provide national legislations, hyperlinks and explanatory notes (if any), UNESCO does not guarantee their accuracy, nor their up-dating on 
this web site, and is not liable for any incorrect information. COPYRIGHT: All rights reserved.This information may be used only for research, educational, legal and non-

commercial purposes, with acknowledgement of UNESCO Cultural Heritage Laws Database as the source (© UNESCO). 

 


